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The ages of the most common stars—low-mass (cool) stars like the Sun, and smaller—are 
difficult to derive1,2 because traditional dating methods use stellar properties that either 
change little as the stars age3,4 or are hard to measure5–8. The rotation rates of all cool stars 
decrease substantially with time as the stars steadily lose their angular momenta. If 
properly calibrated, rotation therefore can act as a reliable determinant of their ages based 
on the method of gyrochronology2,9–11. To calibrate gyrochronology, the relationship 
between rotation period and age must be determined for cool stars of different masses, 
which is best accomplished with rotation period measurements for stars in clusters with 
well-known ages. Hitherto, such measurements have been possible only in clusters with 
ages of less than about one billion years12–16, and gyrochronology ages for older stars have 
been inferred from model predictions2,7,11,17. Here we report rotation period measurements 
for 30 cool stars in the 2.5-billion-year-old cluster NGC 6819. The periods reveal a well-
defined relationship between rotation period and stellar mass at the cluster age, suggesting 
that ages with a precision of order 10 per cent can be derived for large numbers of cool 
Galactic field stars.
	
 Prior observations in star clusters with ages ≲300million years (Myr) have shown that cool 
stars begin their main-sequence phase with a dispersion in their rotation periods, P, spanning two 
orders of magnitude12–14,18 (0.1–10 d). However, this dispersion diminishes rapidly with cluster 
age, t, as they lose angular momentum through magnetically channelled winds19, causing their 
periods to increase and converge to a well-defined relationship with stellar mass, M, by the age 
(600 Myr) of the Hyades cluster15,20. These observations suggest that cool main-sequence stars 
older than the Hyades probably occupy a single surface, P = P(t, M), in P–t–M space, which can 
be defined by measurements of their periods and photometric colours (a proxy for stellar mass) 
in a series of age-ranked clusters (Fig. 1). Measuring stellar rotation periods in clusters older than 
the Hyades will confirm or deny the existence of such a surface, and, if it exists, define its shape 
and thickness.
	
 Models of cool-star rotational evolution also describe a convergence of rotation with 
age2,11,17,21. However, they differ in their predictions of the location and shape of the P–t–M 
surface and, beyond the common assumption that the rotation period of the Sun is typical for 
stars of its mass and age, were until 201116 unconstrained at ages greater than 600 Myr. 
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Observations to define the P–t–M surface at older ages are therefore required to extend our 
knowledge of the P–t–M relations and thereby allow the ages of individual cool stars in the field 
to be derived from their measured periods and colours by the method of gyrochronology11.
	
 The rotation period of a cool star can be determined from small (≲1%) periodic 
modulations in its brightness as rotation carries star-spots across the stellar disc. Older stars have 
fewer and smaller spots, making their periods harder to detect. Accordingly, observations from 
ground-based telescopes have been unable to detect rotation periods in clusters older than the 
Hyades. Although periods are increasingly being measured for isolated field stars22, their ages, 
unlike those of cluster stars, are not known to a precision adequate to calibrate gyrochronology.
Figure 1 | The schematic P–t–M surface for cool stars. The hypothetical relationship between rotation 
period, age and colour extrapolated (yellow) to greater ages from the colour–period relations in young 
clusters using a particular P–t relationship5, and assuming that the Sun (marked by the black solar 
symbol; ⊙) resides on it. The blue line indicates the locus of stars in NGC 6819 for which we have 
determined rotation periods. The dark grey lines at ages of 0.6 and 1 Gyr represent prior observations in 
the Hyades15 and NGC 681116 clusters, respectively. Stellar masses in solar units are marked on the 
surface at the corresponding colours. (Figure adapted from ref. 16.)
	
 With an age of 2.5 billion years (Gyr) (ref. 23), NGC 6819 bridges the large gap in age 
between the Sun and existing cluster observations (Fig. 1). The cluster was within the field of 
view of NASA’s Kepler satellite, permitting a time-series photometric survey of its members by 
The Kepler Cluster Study16. Cool cluster members were selected for observation using prior 
ground-based photometry for the cluster24, a 90 yr-baseline proper-motion study25 and multi-
epoch radial-velocity measurements over 15 yr (ref. 26 and an ongoing survey by S.M.) (Me- 
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The ages of the most common stars—low-mass (cool) stars like the
Sun, and smaller—are difficult to derive1,2 because traditional dat-
ingmethods use stellar properties that either change little as the stars
age3,4 or are hard to measure5–8. The rotation rates of all cool stars
decrease substantiallywith time as the stars steadily lose their angu-
lar momenta. If properly calibrated, rotation therefore can act as a
reliable determinant of their ages based on themethod of gyrochro-
nology2,9–11. To calibrate gyrochronology, the relationship between
rotation period and agemust be determined for cool stars of differ-
ent masses, which is best accomplished with rotation period mea-
surements for stars in clusters with well-known ages. Hitherto, such
measurements have been possible only in clusters with ages of less
than about one billion years12–16, and gyrochronology ages for older
stars have been inferred from model predictions2,7,11,17. Here we
report rotation period measurements for 30 cool stars in the 2.5-
billion-year-old cluster NGC6819. The periods reveal a well-defined
relationship between rotation period and stellar mass at the cluster
age, suggesting that ageswith a precision of order 10 per cent can be
derived for large numbers of cool Galactic field stars.
Prior observations in star clusters with ages = 300million years
(Myr) have shown that cool stars begin theirmain-sequence phasewith
a dispersion in their rotation periods, P, spanning two orders of mag-
nitude12–14,18 (0.1–10 d).However, this dispersiondiminishes rapidlywith
cluster age, t, as they lose angular momentum through magnetically
channelledwinds19, causing their periods to increase and converge to a
well-defined relationship with stellar mass,M, by the age (600Myr) of
the Hyades cluster15,20. These observations suggest that cool main-
sequence stars older than theHyades probably occupy a single surface,
P5 P(t,M), in P–t–M space, which can be defined by measurements
of their periods and photometric colours (a proxy for stellarmass) in a
series of age-ranked clusters (Fig. 1). Measuring stellar rotation peri-
ods in clusters older than the Hyades will confirm or deny the exist-
ence of such a surface, and, if it exists, define its shape and thickness.
Models of cool-star rotational evolution also describe a convergence
of rotationwith age2,11,17,21.However, theydiffer in their predictionsof the
location and shape of the P–t–M surface and, beyond the common as-
sumption that the rotationperiod of theSun is typical for starsof itsmass
and age, were until 201116 unconstrained at ages greater than 600Myr.
Observations to define the P–t–M surface at older ages are therefore
required to extend our knowledge of the P–t–M relations and thereby
allow the ages of individual cool stars in the field tobederived fromtheir
measured periods and colours by the method of gyrochronology11.
The rotation period of a cool star can be determined from small
(= 1%) periodic modulations in its brightness as rotation carries star-
spots across the stellar disc. Older stars have fewer and smaller spots,
making their periods harder to detect. Accordingly, observations from
ground-based telescopes have been unable to detect rotation periods in
clusters older than theHyades.Althoughperiods are increasingly being
measured for isolated field stars22, their ages, unlike those of cluster stars,
are not known to a precision adequate to calibrate gyrochronology.
With an age of 2.5 billion years (Gyr) (ref. 23), NGC6819 bridges
the large gap in age between the Sun and existing cluster observations
(Fig. 1). The cluster was within the field of view of NASA’s Kepler sat-
ellite, permitting a time-series photometric survey of its members by
The Kepler Cluster Study16. Cool cluster members were selected for
observation using prior ground-based photometry for the cluster24, a
90 yr-baseline proper-motion study25 and multi-epoch radial-velocity
measurements over 15 yr (ref. 26 and an ongoing survey by S.M.) (Me-
thods). The precision, cadence and duration of the Kepler photometry
enable us tomeasure rotationperiods for cool starsmucholder than the
Hyades. Previous results from The Kepler Cluster Study in the 1Gyr-
old clusterNGC6811 confirmed the existence of a uni ue relationship
between andM for cool stars at that age16, and measured a median
rotation periodof 10.8 d for solar-mass stars. Since then, a study tomea-
sure periods fromKepler data inNGC6819was carried out by another
group27. That work was limited to cluster stars of greater than solar
mass, and was t us unable to define a P–M relationship for c ol stars.
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Figure 1 | The schematic P–t–M surface for cool stars. The hypoth tical
relationship between rotation period, age and colour extrapolated (yellow) to
greater ages from the colour–period relations in young clusters using a
particular P–t relationship5, and assuming that the Sun (marked by the black
solar symbol;[) resides on it. The blue line indicates the locus of stars in
NGC6819 for which we have determined rotation periods. The dark grey lines
at ages of 0.6 and 1Gyr represent prior observations in the Hyades15 and
NGC681116 clusters, respectively. St llar masses in sola units are marked on
the surface at the corresponding colours. (Figure adapted from ref. 16.)
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thods). The precision, cadence and duration of the Kepler photometry enable us to measure 
rotation periods for cool stars much older than the Hyades. Previous results from The Kepler 
Cluster Study in the 1 Gyr-old cluster NGC 6811 confirmed the existence of a unique 
relationship between P and M for cool stars at that age16, and measured a median rotation period 
of 10.8 d for solar-mass stars. Since then, a study to measure periods from Kepler data in NGC 
6819 was carried out by another group27. That work was limited to cluster stars of greater than 
solar mass, and was thus unable to define a P–M relationship for cool stars.
	
 We have measured rotation periods for 30 cool stars in NGC 6819 (Extended Data Figs 
1-5). All 30 stars are both photometric (from their location in the cluster’s colour–magnitude 
diagram) and kinematic (from measurements of their proper motions and radial velocities) 
members of the cluster (Methods). Their de-reddened colour indices, (B-V)0, range from 0.41 to 
0.89 mag, corresponding to a stellar mass range from ~1.4 to 0.85 solar masses. Their periods 
range from 4.4 to 23.3 d and are displayed in the resulting colour–period diagram (CPD) for 
NGC 6819 (Fig. 2). Extended Data Table 1 lists all relevant properties for the 30 stars. The stars 
form a single and narrow sequence in the CPD. This sequence defines a clear dependence of 
increasing stellar rotation period (decreasing rotation rate) on increasing stellar colour 
(decreasing mass) and represents the cross-section of the hypothesized P–t–M surface at t = 2.5 
Gyr (Fig. 1, blue line).
	
 The solar-mass stars (defined here as those with 0.62 mag ≤ (B-V)0 ≤ 0.68 mag) all have 
periods between 17.36 and 18.70 d (mean, 18.2 d; s.d., 0.4 d), implying that the Sun’s rotation 
period was probably in that range when it was the age of NGC 6819. With the 10.8 d median 
period for solar-mass stars in NGC 681116, and the mean solar photometric rotation period of 
26.1 d, this implies a Skumanich-type5 spin-down (P varies as t1/2) for solar-mass stars over the 
3.6 Gyr interval measured.
	
 The relatively small number of periods detected for stars with (B-V)0 from 0.47 to 0.57 
mag does not reflect a lack of cluster members (Extended Data Fig. 6). A similar pattern was 
seen for NGC 681116, and is unsurprising to photometrists, who know that such stars show little 
variability. The colour index (B-V)0 = 0.47 mag separates stars with radiative envelopes from 
those with convective envelopes and is associated with the onset of effective magnetic wind 
braking (the ‘break in the Kraft curve’28). The rotation periods of the more massive stars in NGC 
6819 ((B-V)0 < 0.47 mag) are scattered around a median of 4.8 d, demonstrating a steeper spin-
down (P varies as t) from a median period of 1.3 d in the 1 Gyr-old cluster NGC 681116.
	
 The 30 rotation periods were determined by Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis29 of long-
cadence (30 min exposures) Kepler light curves spanning ~3.75 yr (Methods). The rotation 
period for a given star was determined from subsections of the full light curve, chosen to avoid 
and minimize the effect on the measured period of multiple spots or spot groups, or that of trends 
not removed by the data processing, or both. For all periods reported we have manually 
examined the periodogram and the phased and unphased light curves, determined the periods 
independently using the CLEAN algorithm30, and assessed the level of contamination from 
neighbouring stars (Methods and Extended Data Fig. 7).
	
 We have also measured the projected rotation velocities (vsin(i), where v is the stellar 
rotation velocity and i is the inclination angle between the stellar spin axis and the observer’s line 
of sight) spectroscopically for 25 of the 30 stars. These vsin(i) values are fully consistent with the 
photometric rotation periods (Extended Data Fig. 8). The resolution of the spectra for the five 
remaining stars is too low to provide meaningful constraints on their rotation velocities.
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Figure 2 | The colour–period diagram for NGC 6819. The distribution of rotation periods as a function 
of de-reddened colour index (B-V)0 for 30 cool photometric, proper-motion, and radial-velocity members 
of the 2.5 Gyr open star cluster NGC 6819. The measurements define a tight dependence of rotation 
period on colour (mass). The symbols and error bars respectively indicate the means and standard 
deviations of multiple measurements for the same star when available. The location of the Sun (4.56 Gyr) 
in the diagram is marked with a grey solar symbol. Stellar masses in solar units are given along the top 
horizontal axis at the corresponding colours. Solar-mass stars with (B-V)0 between 0.62 and 0.68 mag 
(interval marked by grey line near the bottom horizontal axis) have a mean period of 18.2 d with a 
standard deviation of 0.4 d.
	
 The measured rotation periods in NGC 6819 establish that the P–t– M surface is well 
defined at ages beyond 1 Gyr. Together with prior observations in younger clusters, they specify 
the location, shape and thickness of the surface to an age of 2.5 Gyr.
	
 The CPD is the projection of this surface onto the colour-period plane. Therefore, in this 
diagram, the measured rotational sequence for NGC 6819 separates stars younger (below the 
sequence) and older (above the sequence) than 2.5 Gyr, independent of any theoretical model of 
stellar rotational evolution. Because angular momentum loss in cool single stars is driven by 
internal processes independent of environment (pathological tidally interacting systems are an 
exception to this, but tidal effects on rotation are not a concern for ~97% of cool field stars; see 
Methods), it is the same for both cluster and field stars. Therefore, this classification, and, more 
generally, the relationship between rotation and age, must also be valid for cool field stars.
	
 The relative scatter (dP/P) about the NGC 6819 rotational sequence is ~10% for our entire 
sample, ~5% for stars with (B-V)0 > 0.55 mag and ~2% (0.4 d) for the domain surrounding solar-
mass stars that we are able to define particularly well. This scatter includes contributions from 
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We have measured rotation periods for 30 cool stars in NGC6819
(ExtendedData Figs 1–5).All 30 stars are both photometric (from their
location in the cluster’s colour–magnitudediagram)andkinematic (from
measurements of their propermotions and radial velocities)members
of the cluster (Methods). Their de-reddened colour indices, (B2V)0,
range from0.41 to 0.89mag, corresponding to a stellarmass range from
,1.4 to 0.85 solarmasses. Their periods range from4.4 to 23.3 d and are
displayed in the resulting colour–period diagram (CPD) for NGC6819
(Fig. 2). Extended Data Table 1 lists all relevant properties for the 30
stars. The stars form a single andnarrow sequence in theCPD.This se-
quence defines a clear dependence of increasing stellar rotation period
(decreasing rotation rate) on increasing stellar colour (decreasingmass)
and represents the cross-section of the hypothesized P–t–M surface at
t5 2.5Gyr (Fig. 1, blue line).
The solar-mass stars (defined here as thosewith 0.62mag# (B2V)0
# 0.68mag) all have periods between 17.36 and 18.70 d (mean, 18.2 d;
s.d., 0.4 d), implying that the Sun’s rotation periodwas probably in that
rangewhen it was the age ofNGC6819.With the 10.8 dmedian period
for solar-mass stars in NGC681116, and the mean solar photometric
rotation period of 26.1 d, this implies a Skumanich-type5 spin-down (P
varies as t1/2) for solar-mass stars over the 3.6Gyr interval measured.
The relatively small number of periods detected for stars with (B2
V)0 from 0.47 to 0.57mag does not reflect a lack of cluster members
(ExtendedData Fig. 6). A similar patternwas seen forNGC681116, and
is unsurprising to photometrists, who know that such stars show little
variability. The colour index (B2V)05 0.47mag separates stars with
radiative envelopes from those with convective envelopes and is assoc-
iated with the onset of effective magnetic wind braking (the ‘break in
the Kraft curve’28). The rotation periods of the more massive stars in
NGC6819 ((B2V)0, 0.47mag) are scattered around a median of
4.8 d, demonstrating a steeper spin-down (P varies as t) from amedian
period of 1.3 d in the 1Gyr-old cluster NGC681116.
The 30 rotation periods were determined by Lomb–Scargle period-
ogramanalysis29 of long-cadence (30min exposures)Kepler light curves
spanning,3.75 yr (Methods). The rotation period for a given star was
determined fromsubsections of the full light curve, chosen to avoid and
minimize the effect on the measured period of multiple spots or spot
groups, or that of trends not removed by the data processing, or both.
For all periods reported we havemanually examined the periodogram
and the phased and unphased light curves, determined the periods
independently using the CLEAN algorithm30, and assessed the level of
contamination from neighbouring stars (Methods and ExtendedData
Fig. 7).
Wehave alsomeasured theprojected rotationvelocities (vsin(i),where
v is the stellar rotation velocity and i is the inclination angle between the
stellar spin axis and the observer’s line of sight) spectroscopically for 25
of the 30 stars. These vsin(i) values are fully consistent with the pho-
tometric rotation periods (ExtendedData Fig. 8). The resolution of the
spectra for the five remaining stars is too low to provide meaningful
constraints on their rotation velocities.
Themeasured rotation periods in NGC6819 establish that the P–t–
M surface is well defined at ages beyond 1Gyr. Together with prior
observations in younger clusters, they specify the location, shape and
thickness of the surface to an age of 2.5Gyr.
The CPD is the projection of this surface onto the colour–period
plane. Therefore, in this diagram, themeasured rotational sequence for
NGC6819separates stars younger (below the sequence) andolder (above
the sequence) than 2.5Gyr, independent of any theoretical model of
stellar rotational evolution. Because angular momentum loss in cool
single stars is driven by internal processes independent of environment
(pathological tidally interacting systems are an exception to this, but
tidal effects on rotation are not a concern for,97% of cool field stars;
see Methods), it is the same for both cluster and field stars. Therefore,
this classification, and, more generally, the relationship between rota-
tion and age, must also be valid for cool field stars.
The relative scatter (DP/P) about theNGC6819 rotational sequence
is ,10% for our entire sample, ,5% for stars with (B2V)0.
0.55mag and,2% (0.4 d) for the domain surrounding solar-mass stars
that we are able to define particularly well. This scatter includes con-
tributions from period measurement uncertainties, and the residual
effects of both stellar differential rotation and the spread in initial pe-
riods on the ‘zero-age main sequence’. Its relatively small size demon-
strates that these effects do not prevent the determination of age from
rotation, and that theP–t–M surface is intrinsically thin at this age, im-
plying that ages determined from spin-down (‘gyro ages’) will be precise.
The derivation of such ages requires a model. A number of such
models exist2,7,11,17, individually differing with respect to the functional
forms of the underlying variables, and even with respect to what those
specific variables are. TheNGC6819 rotationperioddata permit a com-
parison between the predictions of these rotational evolutionmodels for
its age and the actual measurements. Figure 3 shows this comparison.
The (unaltered) model of gyrochronology from ref. 11 provides a
good fit to the data over nearly the full colour range of the observations.
To test the precision of gyrochronology we may thus treat the coeval
NGC6819 stars as individual field stars, and ask what age themodel of
ref. 11would provide for eachof the 21best-measured stars, that is, those
with (B2V)0 colour index between 0.55 and 0.9mag (masses between
,1.1 and,0.85 that of the Sun). Every one of these stars returns a gyro
age between 2 and 3Gyr, with a roughly Gaussian distribution centred
at 2.49Gyr (Extended Data Fig. 9). The standard deviation of the 21
ages is 0.25Gyr (10% of the mean gyro age), implying that ages of this
precision can be derived for similarly well-measured field stars, despite
the effects of measurement errors, differential rotation and a spread in
initial rotation periods.
Themean age of 2.49Gyr also represents the gyro age forNGC6819.
The standard error in this cluster age is 0.056Gyr (that is, a 2% uncer-
tainty, ignoringpossible systematic errors in gyrochronology). The clus-
ter gyroage thus agrees towithin theuncertaintywith the classical stellar
evolution age of the cluster23, implying that gyrochronology is well-
calibrated at 2.5Gyr.
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Figure 2 | The colour–period diagram for NGC6819. The distribution of
rotation periods as a function of de-reddened colour index (B2V)0 for 30 cool
photometric, proper-motion, and radial-velocity members of the 2.5Gyr open
star cluster NGC6819. The measurements define a tight dependence of
rot tion period on colour (m s ). The symbol and error bars respectively
indicate the means and standard deviations of multiple measurements for
the same star when available. The location of the Sun (4.56Gyr) in the diagram
is marked with a grey solar symbol. Stellar masses in solar units are given
along the top horizo tal axis at the corresponding colours. Solar-mass stars
with (B2V)0 between 0.62 and 0.68mag (interval marked by grey line near
the b ttom horizontal axis) have a m an period of 18.2 d with a standard
deviation of 0.4 d.
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period measurement uncertainties, and the residual effects of both stellar differential rotation and 
the spread in initial periods on the ‘zero-age main sequence’. Its relatively small size 
demonstrates that these effects do not prevent the determination of age from rotation, and that the 
P–t–M surface is intrinsically thin at this age, implying that ages determined from spin-down 
(‘gyro ages’) will be precise.
	
 The derivation of such ages requires a model. A number of such models exist2,7,11,17, 
individually differing with respect to the functional forms of the underlying variables, and even 
with respect to what those specific variables are. The NGC 6819 rotation period data permit a 
comparison between the predictions of these rotational evolution models for its age and the 
actual measurements. Figure 3 shows this comparison.
Figure 3 | Comparison between gyrochronology models and the NGC 6819 CPD. The predictions 
from four different models2,7,11,17 of cool star rotation periods at 2.5 Gyr are plotted against the measured 
periods in NGC 6819. All plotted models predict an observed increase in rotation period with increasing 
(B 2 V)0 colour (decreasing stellar mass). The colour–period relation from ref. 11 fits the observations for 
stars with (B-V)0 > 0.55 mag. The symbols and error bars respectively indicate the means and standard 
deviations of multiple measurements for the same star when available. The location of the Sun (4.56 Gyr) 
is marked with a grey solar symbol. Stellar masses in solar units are given along the top horizontal axis at 
the corresponding colours. The colour range for solar-mass stars is marked with a solid grey line near the 
bottom horizontal axis. The orange horizontal line for (B-V)0 < 0.47 mag marks the median period of 4.8 
d for stars in this colour range (~1.2–1.4 solar masses). P0 in the model from ref. 11 refers to the initial 
(zero-age main sequence) rotation period. P50 in the model from ref. 17 refers to the 50th percentile 
rotation period for a given stellar mass.
5
We conclude that gyrochronology can provide accurate and precise
ages for large numbers of cool stars with measured rotation periods.
Such ages will enable us to study how astrophysical phenomena invol-
ving cool stars evolve over time, andwill therefore be important to awide
range of research from theGalactic scale down to the scale of individual
stars and their companions.
Online ContentMethods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in theonline versionof thepaper; referencesunique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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 The (unaltered) model of gyrochronology from ref. 11 provides a good fit to the data over 
nearly the full colour range of the observations. To test the precision of gyrochronology we may 
thus treat the coeval NGC 6819 stars as individual field stars, and ask what age the model of ref. 
11 would provide for each of the 21 best-measured stars, that is, those with (B-V)0 colour index 
between 0.55 and 0.9 mag (masses between ~1.1 and ~0.85 that of the Sun). Every one of these 
stars returns a gyro age between 2 and 3 Gyr, with a roughly Gaussian distribution centred at 
2.49 Gyr (Extended Data Fig. 9). The standard deviation of the 21 ages is 0.25 Gyr (10% of the 
mean gyro age), implying that ages of this precision can be derived for similarly well-measured 
field stars, despite the effects of measurement errors, differential rotation and a spread in initial 
rotation periods.
	
 The mean age of 2.49 Gyr also represents the gyro age for NGC 6819. The standard error 
in this cluster age is 0.056 Gyr (that is, a 2% uncertainty, ignoring possible systematic errors in 
gyrochronology). The cluster gyro age thus agrees to within the uncertainty with the classical 
stellar evolution age of the cluster23, implying that gyrochronology is well-calibrated at 2.5 Gyr.
	
 We conclude that gyrochronology can provide accurate and precise ages for large numbers 
of cool stars with measured rotation periods. Such ages will enable us to study how astrophysical 
phenomena involving cool stars evolve over time, and will therefore be important to a wide 
range of research from the Galactic scale down to the scale of individual stars and their 
companions.
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METHODS
1. Cluster membership for the 30 stars with measured rotation periods
1.1. Radial-velocity membership.
	
 The common space motion of the stars in a cluster is an effective way to distinguish them 
from foreground or background stars in the Galactic disk. Using the Hydra and Hectochelle 
multi-object spectrographs on the WIYN 3.5 m and MMT 6.5 m telescopes we have measured 
radial (line-of-sight) velocities over 15 yr for more than 4,300 stars within a circular 1 degree 
diameter field centred on NGC 6819 (ref. 26 and an ongoing survey by S.M.). The Hydra spectra 
cover a 25 nm window centred on 513 nm and have a resolution of ~20,000. The Hectochelle 
spectra have resolutions of ~40,000 over a 15 nm window centred at 522 nm. For the late-type 
stars in NGC 6819 these spectral ranges are rich with narrow absorption lines and are thus well 
suited for radial-velocity measurements. Our radial-velocity measurement precision for stars of 
spectral types F, G and K (masses from ~1.3 to 0.7 solar masses) is ~0.4 kms-1 for stars brighter 
than 18.5 mag in the V band.
	
 Against the broad radial-velocity distribution of Galactic field stars in the direction of the 
cluster, the members of NGC 6819 populate a distinct peak with a mean radial velocity of +2.6 ±  
0.8 kms-1. The uncertainty represents the velocity dispersion among the stars caused by internal 
cluster dynamics, binary orbital motions and observational errors. For a given star, the 
probability of cluster membership (PRV) is calculated from simultaneous fits of separate Gaussian 
functions to the cluster (FC) and field (FF) radial-velocity distributions. The probability is 
defined as the ratio of the cluster-fitted value over the sum of the cluster- and field-fitted values at 
the star’s radial velocity26 (RV):
PRV = FC(RV) / [FC(RV) + FF(RV)]
	
 The 30 stars in NGC 6819 with measured rotation periods are all radial-velocity members 
of the cluster (PRV > 50%) and their membership probabilities are given in Extended Data Table 
1. The radial-velocity measurements also suggest that none of the 30 stars are in short-period 
binary stars, and, thus, that their angular momentum evolution is not affected by tidal 
interactions31,32.
1.2. Proper-motion membership.
	
 For NGC 6819, a number of archival photographic plates are available, taken between 
1919 and 1973 with long-focus telescopes. A total of 23 photographic plates were digitized using 
the Space Telescope Science Institute’s GAMMA II multi-channel microdensitometer33. 
Combining the measurements of these plates with matching second-epoch high-spatial-resolution 
CCD images, obtained in 2009 with the MegaCam camera on the 3.6 m Canada-France Hawaii 
Telescope (CFHT), allows us to derive accurate proper motions for stars in the field of NGC 
6819. Proper motions were calculated for 15,750 stars down to 22 mag in V over a 40 arcmin by 
40 arcmin field centred on NGC 6819. The accuracy of the proper motions for well-measured 
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stars is ~0.2 mas yr-1. For the inner parts (within a 15 arcmin radius from the centre) of the 
cluster this accuracy holds for stars brighter than 18 mag in V. Considering that the intrinsic 
dispersion of field star proper motions in the direction of NGC 6819 is about 3 mas yr-1, this high 
accuracy enables a clean separation of cluster stars from field stars. Cluster membership 
probabilities (Pμ) were calculated using
Pμ = ΦCluster/(ΦCluster + ΦField)
where ΦCluster and  ΦField  are the two-dimensional Gaussian frequency distribu- tions of the 
cluster and field stars, respectively25.
	
 The majority (21) of the 30 stars with measured rotation periods have Pμ > 90%. For the 
remaining stars Pμ is lower because they are either located in the periphery of the cluster or their 
proper-motion errors are higher than expected at their apparent magnitudes25. The latter usually 
is due to some degree of stellar image overlap.
1.3 Photometric membership.
 The colour–magnitude diagram (CMD; Extended Data Fig. 6) provides a third set of 
criteria for cluster membership. In the CMD, cluster members trace a well-defined relationship 
between stellar mass (B-V colour index) and luminosity (brightness, V). Extended Data Fig. 6 
shows V and (B-V)0 for proper-motion members of NGC 6819. The cluster members form a 
clearly visible diagonal band in the CMD and a ‘hockey-stick’-like turn-off near (B-V)0 ~ 0.45 
mag and V  ~ 16 mag. The locations of the 30 stars with measured rotation periods are marked 
with larger red circles. They are located on the cluster band in the CMD, making them 
photometric members of NGC 6819. The two members near (B-V)0 = 0.49 mag are photometric 
binaries. The combined light from the two stars in the binary system places them above the 
cluster sequence. For these two stars, three and four radial-velocity measurements over 1,732 d 
and 1,074 d, respectively, show radial-velocity variations near our measurement precision, 
suggesting that these stars are members of relatively wide binary systems.
2. Data and data analysis. 
	 Stars identified as members of NGC 6819 were added to the list of targets for the Kepler 
mission as part of The Kepler Cluster Study16. The 30 stars for which we measure rotation 
periods were observed by Kepler for 2.5 yr, on average, over ~3.75 yr. NGC 6819 was located in 
the part of the Kepler field of view covered by the CCD module that failed in January 2010. 
Since then, targets in NGC 6819 could be observed for only three of the four quarters each year.
	
 Stellar rotation periods were derived from Kepler data summed into long-cadence (~30 
min) bins. The data were processed by version 8.0 of the Kepler mission’s data analysis pipeline 
and corrected by the Kepler Presearch Data Conditioning (PDC) module of the pipeline with an 
additional Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach for the removal of systematics while 
preserving astrophysical signals such as rotational modulation34,35. Before performing our period 
search, all quarters of the corrected data were normalized by the median signal and joined 
together to form a single light curve for each star. We used Lomb–Scargle periodogram 
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analysis29 to detect periodic variability, searching 20,000 frequencies corresponding to periods 
between 0.05 and 100 d. The rotation period for a given star was determined from between one 
and seven separate time intervals distributed over the full light curve. The median peak-to-peak 
amplitude of variability for all period detections is 4 mmag, with a range of 1 to 125 mmag. 
When more than one rotation period measurement was possible for a given star, the mean period 
was calculated and used. For all stars, the periodogram and the raw and phased light curves were 
examined by eye. The periods were derived independently by both S.M. and S.A.B. using 
different analysis tools and algorithms. Extended Data Figs 1–5 shows examples, for all 30 stars, 
of PDC-MAP corrected light curve intervals used to measure their rotation periods. The figure 
also shows the light curves phase-folded on the periods, and the corresponding periodogram for 
each star. Extended Data Table 1 lists, for each of the 30 stars, basic astrometric and photometric 
data, the radial-velocity and proper-motion cluster membership probabilities, the number of 
period measurements, and their period mean and standard deviation.
	
 For 25 of the 30 stars, spectra acquired with Hectochelle enabled determination of their 
projected rotation velocities (vsin(i)) via cross-correlation with a library of synthetic spectra. 
Extended Data Fig. 8 shows the mean rotation periods versus the mean vsin(i) for stars in NGC 
6819. It also displays three curves tracing the expected relation between rotation period and 
rotation velocity for a 90 degree inclination angle (i) of the stellar rotational axis and stellar radii 
of 0.85, 1.0, 1.4 solar radii. The error bars represent the standard deviation of multiple rotation 
period and vsin(i) measurements. The figure demonstrates that the photometrically measured 
rotation periods are consistent with the spectroscopically derived rotation velocities.
3. The distribution of gyrochronology ages for the 30 NGC 6819 members.
	
 We have calculated the gyro ages for 21 stars with (B-V)0 between 0.55 and 0.9 mag 
(masses between ~1.1 and 0.85 solar masses) using the model of ref. 11. Although this model is 
valid for stars with (B-V)0 > 0.47 mag, the NGC 6819 rotation sequence is poorly defined (by 
only two stars) for 0.47 mag < (B-V)0 < 0.55 mag.
	
 For each of the 21 stars we have converted its (B-V)0 colour into a value of the (global) 
convective turnover timescale, t, using a numerical one-to-one transformation table36, and linear 
interpolation as needed. The resulting t values are associated with the measured rotation period 
values, P, and inserted into equation (32) in ref. 11, that is
t = (τ/kC) ln(P/P0) + (kI/2τ)(P2 - P02)
using an initial period of P0 = 1.1 d, as suggested in ref. 11. The dimensionless constants kC = 
0.646 Myr d-1 and kI = 452 d Myr-1 listed there have been retained unmodified. This expression 
provides the age, t (in Myr), explicitly in terms of the independent variables, P and τ.
	
 All of the resulting individual ages lie between 2 and 3 Gyr, as can be seen in the histogram 
in Extended Data Fig. 9, which is peaked between these values. The formal mean age is 2.49 Gyr 
(1σ = 0.25 Gyr), and the median age is 2.43 Gyr. The gyrochronology age for NGC 6819 is 
therefore 2.49 Gyr with a standard error of 0.056 Gyr (2%, ignoring possible systematic errors in 
gyrochronology).
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4. Is contaminating light from close neighbours a problem?
	
 NGC 6819 contains about 2,500 stars25,37, is located 2.4 kiloparsecs (~7,800 light years) 
from the Sun24,37–39 and is only 13.5 degrees above the Galactic plane. The cluster field is 
therefore densely populated with both cluster and foreground field stars. Accordingly, we must 
consider whether light from nearby stars can have ‘leaked’ into the photometric apertures used 
for our cluster targets. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate such contamination for 
all cluster stars with rotation period measurements. Instead, we take a qualitative approach to 
building a strong case against our overall result being unduly influenced by contaminating 
neighbours.
	
 To accomplish this, we took advantage of our extensive stellar catalogue for the NGC 6819 
field based on the deep, high-spatial-resolution CFHT/MegaCam images25. For each of 43 cluster 
stars for which we initially detected periodic photometric variability, we listed the astrometric 
and photometric properties for all neighbouring stars within a 20 arcsec radius. We also used the 
Kepler Guest Observer tool ‘kepfield’ to extract the pixel mask images (PMI) for each target star 
and for each quarter of observations. The ‘kepfield’ tool provides the coordinates, Kepler 
magnitudes and Kepler IDs for all stars in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC) within the PMI. We 
searched for periodic variability in the light curves for all such neighbours observed by Kepler. 
Collectively, this information allowed us to study the angular separation, relative brightness and 
variability of neighbours within a ~5 pixel radius from each of the variable cluster stars. For the 
brightest neighbours, the photometric colour indices, effective temperatures and surface gravities 
derived from our star catalogue or given in the KIC, or both, provided additional guidance 
regarding their spectral type and evolutionary state.
	
 From the 43 stars of interest, we rejected 13. Some of these stars were removed because the 
detected photometric variability was equal in period and in phase to variability detected in a 
close neighbour. Others were removed because of correlations between the presence and 
amplitude of periodic variability and the shape and size of the photometric aperture. Any such 
correlation suggests that the source of the variable signal originates outside the aperture and that 
a change in the aperture’s size, shape and location results in more or less of the contaminating 
light being included. For some of the discarded stars the shape and size of the photometric 
aperture used in a given quarter was clearly affected by the signal from neighbouring stars. For 
others their location was significantly offset from the pixel with maximum counts inside the 
aperture, or, in the most severe cases, was entirely outside the aperture in one or more quarters.
Extended Data Fig. 7 shows the PMIs for three quarters (Q) for one accepted star and one quarter 
each for two of the rejected stars. Extended Data Fig. 7a displays the PMI for Q15, Q16 and Q17 
for accepted star KIC 4938993 (green circle within optimal aperture). This ~1.2 solar-mass star 
(V = 15.7 mag, (B-V)0 = 0.5 mag) has 13 neighbours within 20 arcsec. The brightest neighbour 
is 1 mag brighter than KIC 4938993 and is located 19.6 arcsec away and outside the PMI. All 
other neighbours are 4 arcsec or more distant and 2.8 mag or more fainter. None of these 
neighbours has a light curve available from the Kepler archive. KIC 4938993 dictates the shape, 
location and size of the optimal aperture and falls on the optimal-aperture pixel with maximum 
counts in all quarters. It is thus highly unlikely that the 11.89 d, ~30 mmag amplitude signal 
observed for this star originates in a neighbouring star. In Extended Data Fig. 7b the PMI for 
quarter 8 for rejected star KIC 5023712 is displayed. The KIC star near the left edge of the PMI 
is 3.2 mag brighter than KIC 5023712, and was not observed by Kepler. The star at (column, 
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row) = (592.1, 853.8) is 0.43 mag fainter and it is closer to the optimal aperture of KIC 5023712 
than the 2 pixel radius of the circular aperture that captures 95% of its signal. This star varies 
with the same period and three times the amplitude of KIC 5023712, suggesting that the periodic 
signal observed for KIC 5023712 originates in this fainter neighbour. Extended Data Fig. 7c 
shows the PMI for quarter 5 for rejected star KIC 5287900 and how a nearby star brighter by 4.7 
mag causes the optimal aperture to shift off the target entirely.
	
 Following this analysis, we were left with 30 stars for which we believe the periodic 
variability in their light curves reflects rotational modulation. Our confidence in the 30 rotation 
periods is bolstered by the comparison between their expected projected rotation velocities and 
their spectroscopically measured vsin(i) values (Extended Data Fig. 8). Furthermore, the narrow 
rotational sequence traced by the 30 stars in the NGC 6819 CPD (Fig. 2) is by itself strong 
evidence against significant contamination. Neighbouring stars are likely to have masses 
(colours) or ages, or both, different from those of our target stars, and significant contamination 
would broaden the observed narrow sequence.
5. Are tidal interactions with close companions a concern for gyrochronology?
	 The gyrochronology age of a cool star is derived under the assumption that its rotational 
evolution has not been influenced by external forces. Although this is the case for the vast 
majority of cool Galactic field stars, a small fraction of stars will have a stellar or planetary 
companion close enough that tidal forces can drive an exchange of spin and orbital angular 
momentum between the two objects40,41. We provide here an estimate of the fraction of cool 
Galactic field stars for which tidal interactions can potentially affect their rotation.
	
 The tidal torque scales as the inverse of the binary semi-major axis to the sixth power, 
restricting significant tidal evolution for unevolved cool stars to the very closest systems. For 
stellar binaries with solar-type components, tidal synchronization will have a significant effect on 
the stellar rotation only in systems with orbital periods less than ~20 d (semi-major axis less than 
~0.18 AU; ref. 32). Using the distribution of orbital periods for field binaries with solar-type 
components42, we find that binaries with periods of less than 20 d correspond to ~5% of that 
population. The same study42 estimates that less than half (46%) of all solar-type stars are in 
binaries, implying that only about ~2.5% of cool Galactic field stars have a stellar companion 
close enough for effective tidal interactions.
	
 Short-period planetary companions can also tidally interact with their hosts, causing an 
increase in the stellar rotation period. The relevant class of planets here is the hot Jupiters, that is, 
planets with at least 10% of Jupiter’s mass and orbits of less than 10 d (ref. 43). Such planets 
occur around solar-type field stars with a frequency of ~1% (ref. 43). Although the efficiency of 
tidal evolution in such star–planet systems is still uncertain on theoretical and observational 
grounds, it is probably only the hottest and most massive of the hot Jupiters that will have a 
significant effect on the rotational evolution of their host stars.
	
 Assuming for simplicity that hot Jupiters do not occur in binaries with orbital periods 
shorter than 20 d, we estimate that at most 3% of cool stars have stellar or planetary companions 
that can affect their rotation through tidal interactions. Thus, tidal effects on rotation are not a 
concern for ~97% of cool Galactic field stars.
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EXTENDED DATA
Extended Data Figure 1. | The light curves, phase folded light curves, and periodograms for the 
stars KIC 5111207, 5023899, 5024227, 5023760, 5024122, 5113601. For each of the 30 stars we show a 
segment of the full Kepler light curve used for determining its rotation period (a), the corresponding 
phase folded light curve (b), and the periodogram (power as a function of rotation frequency, c). The KIC 
identification number [36] and the measured rotation period for each star is shown above the light curve 
segment in the top panel.
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Extended Data Figure 2. | The light curves, phase folded light curves, and periodograms for the 
stars KIC 5112499, 5026583, 4938993, 5111834, 5111908, 5024856. See Extended Data Fig. 1 for 
details.
16
Extended Data Figure 3. | The light curves, phase folded light curves, and periodograms for the 
stars KIC 5112507, 5024280, 5023796,  5024008, 5023724, 5023875. See Extended Data Fig. 1 for 
details.
17
Extended Data Figure 4. | The light curves, phase folded light curves, and periodograms for the 
stars KIC   5112268, 5111939, 5025271, 4937169, 5112871, 5023666. See Extended Data Fig. 1 for 
details.
18
Extended Data Figure 5. | The light curves, phase folded light curves, and periodograms for the 
stars KIC   5024182, 5023926, 4937149, 4936891, 4937119, 4937356. See Extended Data Fig. 1 for 
details.
19
Extended Data Figure 6. | The NGC 6819 color-magnitude diagram. The color-magnitude diagram for 
stars identified as a common proper motion members of NGC 6819 [25] and located within 5 arcminutes 
from the cluster center. The diagonal band tracing a tight relationship between the de-reddened 
photometric color index, (B-V)0, and  brightness, V, represents the population of cluster members. The 
locations of the 30 stars with measured rotation periods are marked with larger red circles. They all fall 
along this band and are thus photometric members of NGC 6819. Stellar masses in solar units are given 
along the top horizontal axis at the corresponding colors. The light from distant binary companions causes 
the two rotators near (B-V)0 of 0.5 to fall above the cluster sequence.
20
Extended Data Figure 7. | Pixel mask images for NGC 6819 members. Examples of pixel mask 
images (PMI) for the accepted star KIC 4938993 (a) and the rejected stars KIC 5023712 and KIC 
5287900 (b,c). Transparent green circles mark the positions of KIC sources. Red dots correspond to the 
positions of fainter sources from deeper surveys within the Kepler field. The solid blue line traces the 
optimal aperture (OA; optimizing the signal to noise ratio for the target) defined for each target star in 
each quarter. The shape, size, and location of the OA was typically different for the different quarters of 
observations.
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Extended Data Figure 8. | A comparison of rotation periods and projected rotation velocities for 
stars in NGC 6819. Projected rotation velocities (vsini) plotted against the measured rotation periods for 
stars in NGC 6819. For comparison, three solid black curves show the expected relations between rotation 
period and vsini for stars with radii of 0.85, 1.0, and 1.4 times solar, observed at an inclination of 90 
degrees. All stars plotted have single-lined spectra. The average velocity resolution in the Hectochelle 
spectra is 7.38 km s-1. The agreement between the expected and observed vsini values for the measured 
rotation periods provide additional validation of our rotation period measurements.
22
Extended Data Figure 9. | The gyro-age distribution for 21 cool dwarf members of NGC 6819. The 
gyrochronology ages for the 21 stars in the NGC 6819 CPD with (B-V)0 colors in the range from 0.55 to 
0.9 (masses between ~1.1 and 0.85 solar). The mean and median of the distribution are 2.49 and 2.43 
billion years, respectively. The standard deviation for the 21 gyro-ages is 0.25 billion years, or 10% of the  
mean gyro-age for the cluster. 
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Extended Data Table 1 | Basic parameters and rotation period measurements for 30 
members of NGC6819
The Kepler ID is from the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC; [36]). Right Ascension and Declination are equinox J2000 
[25]. The stellar brightness, V, and color index, (B-V)0, are based on CCD photometry using the CFH12K mosaic 
CCD on the 3.6m Canada-France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) telescope [24].  The B-V colors were dereddened using 
a value for the color excess E(B-V) of 0.15 [37,38,39]. For stars with more than one rotation period measurement (nP 
> 1), the PMean and σP columns list the mean period and the standard deviation of the multiple measurements.
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